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Adaptive teaching is considered fundamental to teaching quality and student 

learning. It describes teachers’ practices of adjusting their instruction to 

students’ diverse needs and levels of understanding. Adaptive teaching on a 

micro level has also been labeled as contingent support and has been shown 

to be  effective in one-to-one and small-group settings. In the literature, 

the interplay of teachers’ diagnostic strategies and instructional prompts 

aiming at tailored support are emphasized. Our study adds to this research 

by presenting a reliable measurement approach to adaptive classroom 

discourse in elementary science which includes a global index and the 

single indices of diagnostic strategies, instructional support, and student 

understanding. Applying this coding scheme, we  investigate whether N = 17 

teachers’ adaptive classroom discourse predicts N = 341 elementary school 

students’ conceptual understanding of “floating and sinking” on two posttests. 

In multilevel regression analyses, adaptive classroom discourse was shown 

to be effective for long-term student learning in the final posttest, while no 

significant effects were found for the intermediate posttest. Further, the single 

index of diagnostic strategies in classroom discourse contributed to long-

term conceptual restructuring. Overall, teachers rarely acted adaptively which 

points to the relevance of teacher professional development.
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Introduction

Adaptive teaching has been repeatedly claimed pivotal to effective classroom instruction 
and student learning (Corno, 2008; Hermkes et al., 2018; Parsons et al., 2018; Brühwiler 
and Vogt, 2020; Gallagher et al., 2022). In adaptive teaching, teachers employ prompts, 
instructional support, and feedback, taking into account individual differences in 
increasingly heterogeneous classrooms (Parsons et al., 2018). The construct of adaptive 
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teaching is regarded a broad category involving teachers’ planning, 
implementation, and reflection of instruction (Hardy et al., 2019). 
On the level of teacher-student-interactions, adaptive teaching is 
related to the constructs of scaffolding and contingent support 
(van de Pol et al., 2010, 2011), which aim at detailed descriptions 
of teachers’ tailored support of student learning on the basis of 
diagnosis and individualized prompts. Effects of adaptive teaching 
have been found for different instructional environments such as 
one-to-one tutoring (Pratt and Savoy-Levine, 1998; Mattanah 
et al., 2005; Pino-Pasternak et al., 2010; Wischgoll et al., 2015), 
small group work (van de Pol et  al., 2015), and classroom 
instruction (Decristan et al., 2015a), with benefits for students’ 
conceptual understanding in different domains. In classroom 
instruction, adaptive teaching is challenging as teachers are 
confronted with the simultaneous support of diverse students in 
“multiple zones of proximal development” (Hogan and Pressley, 
1997, p. 84). While the functions of adaptive teaching in classroom 
discourse have been described (e.g., Hogan and Pressley, 1997; 
Smit et al., 2013), there is a lack of respective measurement tools. 
In this paper, we present a coding scheme for measuring adaptive 
teaching in classroom discourse. Applying this coding scheme, 
we investigate effects of adaptive teaching in classroom discourse 
on elementary school students’ conceptual understanding in the 
science domain of “floating and sinking,” disentangling the relative 
contribution of the facets of teacher diagnosis, realized student 
understanding, and instructional support to learning outcomes.

Adaptive teaching

In line with socio-constructivist theories of learning, teaching 
may be viewed as the constant negotiation of a teacher’s activity 
within the social context of the classroom. Adaptive teaching takes 
students’ differing ability levels as “opportunities to learn” rather 
than “obstacles to overcome” (Corno, 2008, p.171). It is especially 
the social context of the classroom that allows teachers to 
orchestrate learning activities based on individual learning 
prerequisites for the benefit of all students. Parsons et al. (2018) 
conjecture that teachers who take individual differences into 
account and adapt their instruction, also “metacognitively reflect 
on students’ needs before, during, and after instruction” (Parsons 
et al., 2018, p. 209). These teachers are experts on their students’ 
learning prerequisites and projected learning trajectories, as they 
reflect on successful instructional designs. Importantly, these 
teachers are also able to flexibly adapt to students’ individual 
differences and situational changes within the complexity of a 
classroom setting. Thus, adaptive teaching is related to both 
professional competence of teachers, teacher epistemologies and 
beliefs on instruction, and their flexibly applied didactical 
knowledge. Accordingly, in a recent study, Brühwiler and Vogt 
(2020) found that adaptive teaching competency, conceptualized 
as planning, diagnosis, didactics, and content knowledge, showed 
a measurable impact on student learning outcomes. This effect 
was moderated by the quality of instruction assessed by student 

ratings on teachers’ classroom management and quality of 
instructional methods. With regard to instructional processes, 
Corno (2008) differentiates between adaptive teaching on a micro 
level and a macro level of instruction. On a macro level, curricular 
adaptations such as differentiated instruction for subgroups of 
students are implemented on the basis of quantity, quality, 
method, media, social setting, content, and instructional time. On 
a micro level, adaptive teaching is concerned with verbally 
mediated in situ teacher-student interactions. Against this 
background, Hardy et al. (2019) differentiate between intended 
and implemented adaptive teaching. Intended adaptive teaching 
refers to the planning component, where teachers acknowledge 
student differences in designing instructional environments that 
fit individual needs and learning prerequisites. Implemented 
adaptive teaching refers to adaptive instructional episodes in 
which these planned activities are actually taken up by students, 
resulting in an alignment of intention and in situ implementation.

Classroom implementation of adaptive 
teaching

On a micro level, adaptive teaching is closely related to the 
constructs of scaffolding and contingent support (van de Pol et al., 
2010) as they pursue similar intentions of adaptive teacher moves 
based on (diagnosed) student understanding. Due to their high 
situational constraints, teacher actions on a micro level are the 
ones that are most challenging (Corno, 2008). Hence, it is also the 
ongoing diagnosis of student understanding during learning 
activities that is regarded an element of adaptive teaching on a 
micro level (Brühwiler and Vogt, 2020).

Instructional support
In the literature on teacher support in instructional activity, 

various conceptualizations are concerned with formats of support. 
For example, Lazonder and Harmsen (2016) distinguish between 
teacher prompts, heuristics, scaffolds, and explanations, where 
explanations and scaffolds are regarded as explicit formats, and 
prompts and heuristics as implicit formats. These formats showed 
moderate, yet overall unspecific effects on student outcomes. In 
an extension, Vorholzer and von Aufschnaiter (2019) propose 
three dimensions of instructional teacher support, differentiating 
the degree of autonomy, the degree of conceptual information, and 
the cognitive level, including their interplay. Whereas these 
conceptualizations are mostly concerned with typologies of 
teacher action, the literature on scaffolding is concerned with 
teacher support in close interplay with individual learners’ current 
levels of task understanding. This kind of support has also been 
labeled contingent support and is considered a main characteristic 
of scaffolding, along with the transfer of responsibility (fading) 
and the use of diagnostic strategies (Puntambekar and Hübscher, 
2005; van de Pol et al., 2010; Hermkes et al., 2018). Following this 
definition, we  consider adaptive teaching in instructional 
discourse as a teacher’s contingent support. In line with Vygotsky’s 
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(1978) construct of the zone of proximal development, contingent 
(adaptive) teacher support operates on the same or slightly higher 
level of a learner’s current level of competence (Wood et al., 1976; 
van de Pol et  al., 2010), aiming at learners’ active knowledge 
construction. Wood et al. (1978) describe the process of adapting 
support to students’ needs by the Contingent Shift Principle. 
According to this principle, support is contingent if a teacher 
increases control, or explicit support, when facing a student’s 
failure on a task and decreases control when whitnessing a 
student’s success at a given task.

With regard to successful scaffolding episodes, Pea (2004) and 
Reiser (2004) point to relevant cognitive functions of teacher 
support. Problematizing aims at a central element of teaching 
quality, i.e., students’ cognitive activation to promote their higher 
order thinking processes (e.g., by provoking cognitive conflicts or 
justification of ideas; Reiser, 2004; Praetorius et  al., 2018). 
Structuring aims at reducing complexity of the learning situation 
by means of focusing, highlighting, or summarizing relevant 
information. According to Reiser (2004), structuring and 
problematizing are complementary mechanisms that may be in 
tension and thus have to be carefully balanced. Whereas too much 
structure may prevent students from engaging actively in a task, 
problems that are too complex might lead to frustration. Similarly, 
Pea (2004) refers to modeling and focusing as higher-order 
functions of scaffolding. While focusing is used to channel 
learners’ attention to relevant aspects, modeling is used to 
familiarize learners with advanced reasoning and solution 
procedures. Overall, teacher actions of modeling, problematizing, 
focusing and structuring involve a high degree of support 
intended to support active task involvement by students (Wood 
et al., 1978). Scaffolding has been shown to be effective for student 
learning in tutoring situations (Pratt and Savoy-Levine, 1998; 
Mattanah et al., 2005; Pino-Pasternak et al., 2010) as well as in 
small group work (e.g., van de Pol et al., 2010, 2014). However, 
scaffolding seems to be scarce in regular classrooms (van de Pol 
et al., 2010, 2011).

The role of diagnosis
Given the complexity of adaptive in situ interactions, the use 

of diagnostic strategies is considered a main characteristic of 
contingent support (e.g., Puntambekar and Hübscher, 2005). The 
use of diagnostic strategies is assumed to enable teachers to 
implement support based on a student’s current level of 
understanding. In the model of contingent teaching, van de Pol 
et al. (2011) describe phases and steps of contingent teaching in 
teacher-student-interactions which illustrate the cyclic and 
tailored interplay between diagnostics and instructional strategies. 
First, a teacher applies diagnostic strategies in order to gather 
information of students’ current levels of understanding, and the 
student responds to these teacher prompts. Second, the teacher 
checks the diagnosis if necessary. Third, the teacher offers support, 
i.e., intervention strategies, on the basis of the student’s 
understanding. The fundamental role of diagnosis for adaptive 
teaching is also emphasized in the literature on formative 

assessment. The construct of formative assessment points to the 
practices in which teachers gather information on students’ 
understanding and use this information to improve student 
learning (Black and Wiliam, 1998, 2009; Bell and Cowie, 2001). 
Research shows that the implementation of formative assessment 
has a positive impact on student learning and motivation (e.g., 
Black and Wiliam, 1998; Kingston and Nash, 2011; Decristan 
et al., 2015a; Hondrich et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2020). Typically, 
authors distinguish between formal and informal formative 
assessment practices with the latter taking place in teacher-
student-interactions. Shavelson et  al. (2008) use the term 
“on-the-fly” to describe the flexible, immediate and sometimes 
improvisational nature of informal formative assessment. It is 
especially within classroom discourse that opportunities for 
informal assessment arise. Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007) describe 
a teacher’s activities within these conversations in their ESRU 
model of informal formative assessment which shows considerable 
overlap with the model of contingent teaching (van de Pol et al., 
2011): The teacher Elicits a response (e.g., by asking questions or 
calling for explanations); the Student responds; the teacher 
Recognizes the student’s response (e.g., by acknowledging 
students’ contribution and interpreting its degree of correctness); 
and then immediately Uses the information to offer support. As 
the ESRU model was developed in the context of scientific inquiry 
(e.g., Lazonder and Harmsen, 2016), the authors’ conceptualization 
of “use” implies actively engaging students in the learning process, 
for example by challenging their thinking or by contrasting ideas. 
Thereby, similar to the scaffolding function of problematizing, it 
stresses a student’s active knowledge construction. According to 
these authors, more than one iteration of the cycle of eliciting, 
recognizing, and using may be  needed in order to reach an 
intended level of student understanding.

Measurement approaches

Whereas the models described above provide theoretical 
considerations for contingent support, approaches to its 
measurement aim at disentangling the complex interplay of 
discourse functions in teacher-student interactions empirically. 
Hence, most approaches use fine-grained interaction-based 
codings in one-to-one-settings or group work with small samples. 
Based on the model of contingent teaching, van de Pol et al. (2011) 
developed a coding scheme for the analysis of three teachers’ 
interactions with their students during group work. They coded 
teacher utterances with respect to the three steps of contingent 
teaching separately; in addition, they rated protocol fragments 
with regard to their degree of contingency “when the teacher was 
judged to use information gathered about the student’s or students’ 
understanding in his provision of support to the student(s)” (van 
de Pol et al., 2011, p. 49f). Results show that contingency appeared 
to be scarce. In particular, the investigated teachers barely used 
diagnostic strategies (see also Elbers et al., 2008; Lockhorst et al., 
2010). Moreover, a variation of intervention strategies and a low 
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level of instructive task approaches were related to contingency. 
Further measurement approaches applied the Contingent Shift 
Principle (Wood et al., 1978) to teacher-student-interactions. van 
de Pol et al. (2012) not only coded a teacher’s behavior in terms of 
the degree of control, but also assessed the learners’ understanding. 
In order to determine the contingency of support they defined 
coding rules which consider the adequacy of teacher control 
relative to student understanding. In a study based on this coding 
scheme, van de Pol et al. (2015) showed that contingent support 
affects students’ learning outcomes in small group work. In 
addition, the effectiveness of scaffolding was determined by the 
time that group members worked with each other. Hermkes et al. 
(2018) refined the measurement approach by van de Pol et al. 
(2012). For example, van de Pol et al. (2012) defined three-turn 
sequences (teacher-student-teacher) as units of analysis for 
contingency. As this may ignore the complexity of small group 
interactions, Hermkes et al. (2018) divided the interactions into 
episodes according to the “Student Level of Attainment.” That is, 
every time a shift in students’ level of understanding is observed 
(in terms of higher or lower understanding of the task), a new 
episode begins. Moreover, whereas van de Pol et al. (2012) coded 
student understanding “according to the apparent judgement of 
the teacher” (van de Pol et al., 2012, p. 94), Hermkes et al. (2018) 
judged the students’ understanding based on its objective subject-
related correctness. Their analyses indicate a valid measurement 
approach and revealed contingent interactional patterns in five 
preservice teachers’ activities in small group work. Still, the 
authors did not measure the effect of contingent support on 
learning outcomes.

In what way may the reported approaches to measuring 
contingent support be  applied to classroom settings? In this 
regard, Hogan and Pressley (1997) refer to the consideration of 
multiple zones of development within larger groups of students, 
their diverse communication styles, curriculum and time 
constraints, the need for student assessment, the ownership of 
ideas, and the uncertainty of endpoints in classroom discussions. 
Smit et al. (2013) add that the layered, distributed, and cumulative 
nature of scaffolded discourse in the classroom is most distinctive 
compared to one-to-one settings. Ruiz-Primo and Furtak (2007) 
applied their ESRU-model to the classroom discourse of three 
science teachers and mainly found incomplete ESRU cycles. 
Though teachers elicited and recognized student understanding, 
they often did not use this information for their instructional 
support. More recently, Furtak et  al. (2017) added sequential 
analysis to their ESRU model approach by examining four 
classrooms. They found differential patterns of teacher reactions 
to students’ utterances, indicating differences in contingency.

The present study

Previous research suggests that the implementation of 
adaptive teaching on a micro level of instruction affects student 
learning. However, these findings in the traditions of scaffolding 

and contingent support are mainly based on one-to-one tutorial 
settings or small group work and they are limited to small samples. 
In addition, the distinct contribution of facets of adaptive teaching 
in classroom discourse to student learning outcomes have not 
been investigated empirically. The present study adds to prior 
research by investigating the effects of adaptive teaching in 
classroom discourse on elementary school students’ science 
learning. We aim at developing a reliable measurement approach 
to analyze adaptive classroom discourse and at disentangling the 
relative contribution of diagnosis, instructional support, and 
displayed student understanding, to student learning outcomes in 
the domain of “floating and sinking.” We address the following 
research questions:

 1. May a reliable instrument to adaptive classroom discourse 
be devised on the basis of existing approaches?

 2. Does teachers’ adaptive classroom discourse predict 
elementary school students’ conceptual understanding of 
“floating and sinking” on two posttests?

 3. What is the contribution of the indices of diagnostic 
strategies, instructional support, and student understanding 
in classroom discourse to students’ conceptual 
understanding in the posttest measures?

Based on the theoretical background outlined above, 
we  hypothesize that teachers’ adaptive classroom discourse 
predicts student learning. We expect a separate contribution of the 
three indices of adaptive discourse to student conceptual 
understanding as they have been empirically related to student 
learning in prior research.

Materials and methods

Sample

The data base consists of N = 17 transcribed science lessons 
from 17 teachers with their respective students. In each class, the 
third lesson of unit 1 of a curriculum on “floating and sinking” 
was videotaped using a standardized procedure. The average class 
size was 20.1 students (SD = 3.44). The mean age of the 
participating teachers was 39.5 years (SD = 9.3). Of the teachers, 16 
were female. The mean age of the 341 third-grade students was 
8.3 years (SD = 0.6); 49% of the students were female. All classes 
were mixed gender classes. All students came from public primary 
schools in Germany, located in urban and rural areas.

The sample is taken from a larger sample of N = 54 teachers 
who took part in an extensive professionalization study on the 
effectiveness of three teaching approaches (scaffolding, formative 
assessment, peer tutoring) and an intervened control group 
(parental counseling) for teacher and student development in 
elementary science (see Decristan et  al., 2015a,b for a detailed 
description of the intervention and results on student outcomes). 
In the context of the professionalization, the teachers implemented 
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a curriculum with two units on the science topic of “floating and 
sinking” within 4 months, including a pretest, an intermediate 
posttest after unit 1 and a final posttest after unit 2. For the purpose 
of this analysis, we  employed all teachers with consent to 
be videotaped of the control group and the professionalization 
group of scaffolding (total N = 17). In both groups, the 
professionalization started with a workshop on the subject matter 
of “floating and sinking” addressing the scientific concepts of 
density and buoyancy (4.5 h). Then, the group of scaffolding 
participated in three consecutive workshops with a focus on 
instructional strategies such as eliciting and supporting scientific 
argumentation, student cognitive activation, and task 
differentiation in the context of the curriculum on “floating and 
sinking” (3 × 4.5 h). The control group instead participated in three 
workshops on parental counseling, a topic that is not related to the 
science curriculum. For the purpose of this study, we combined the 
two groups in order to maximize variance with regard to teachers’ 
discursive patterns of science talk within the given curricular unit.

Curriculum

The participating teachers of both the control group and the 
scaffolding group implemented a curriculum with two extensive 
instructional units on the topic of “floating and sinking” of 
empirically established effectiveness for student learning, see 
Hardy et al., 2006; Decristan et al., 2015a,b. Both units consisted 
of 9 lessons of 45 min each, combinable as double lessons of 
90 min. According to the standard schedule, each unit was 
expected to span two and a half weeks. The units focused on the 
concept of density (unit 1) and the concepts of buoyancy force 
and displacement (unit 2). To standardize the implementation of 
the curriculum, teachers were provided with the following 
materials: (a) a manual with detailed lesson plans and lesson 
goals, (b) each lesson’s worksheets for individual and group 
student work, and (c) boxes of complementary material for 
student experiments (e.g., objects of the same class of material, 
differing in weight and/or size; see Decristan et al., 2015a, for a 
detailed description of the curriculum of unit 1). In the 
curriculum, students are confronted with authentic and 
challenging tasks such as “Why would an iron ship float in water, 
but an iron cube sink in water?” Students are engaged in 
sequenced experiments based on inquiry-based learning 
targeting principles such as water displacement, material classes, 
and buoyancy (Hardy et  al., 2006). The focus of classroom 
discourse is on the joint construction of knowledge, allowing 
students to share initial hypotheses, insights from science 
experiments, and their conclusions based on observed outcomes.

The focus and lesson goal of the videotaped lesson 3 is on the 
concept of density to describe different solid objects’ floating and 
sinking in water. In detail, students first saw a demonstration 
experiment by the teacher in which two objects of differing 
densities floated or sunk, respectively, in water. Then, an extended 
period of classroom talk in which the students used their 

previously stated hypotheses and arguments to explain the objects’ 
behavior in water took place. The students also worked on tasks 
determining the weight of standard cubes of different material, 
comparing them, and finally positioning them from light to heavy 
standard cubes. In the second part of the lesson, the teacher asked 
the students to come up with ideas to visualize these objects’ 
densities. In this context, classroom talk on the students’ ideas on 
visualizations and their usefulness to represent different densities 
took place. Finally, the students worked on tasks applying the 
concept of density with different objects to predict their floating 
and sinking in water.

Measures

Student conceptual understanding
Students’ conceptual understanding in the domain of “floating 

and sinking” was assessed by a pretest, an intermediate posttest 
(PT1), and a final posttest (PT2), see Decristan et al. (2015a,b). 
PT1 was administered following the instructional unit 1; PT2 was 
administered following the instructional unit 2, ~4 months after 
the administration of the pretest. The pretest consisted of 16 items 
(expected a posteriori/plausible value [EAP/PV] reliability = 0.52), 
the intermediate posttest and the final posttest each included 13 
items (expected a posteriori/plausible value [EAP/PV] 
reliability = 0.70 in the intermediate posttest and 0.76 in the final 
posttest). There were seven items common to the pretest and the 
two posttests. All tests included multiple-choice items and two 
free-response items. For example, students were asked to give an 
explanation to the question of why a large, heavy ship of iron does 
not sink in water. The items were adapted from tests on “floating 
and sinking” by Hardy et al. (2006) and Kleickmann et al. (2010). 
As in previous work, students’ answers were scored according to 
three levels of conceptual understanding as naïve conceptions (0), 
conceptions of everyday life (1), or scientific conceptions (2). The 
free-response items were double-coded (κ  = 0.87). Pre- and 
posttests were separately scaled using a Partial Credit Model. 
Weighted likelihood estimates were used to estimate student 
ability parameters. As the pretest’s reliability was not sufficient, it 
was not considered in the subsequent statistical analyses; instead, 
the student control measures were employed as predictors on the 
student level. The intra-class correlations of PT1 and PT2 
(ICCPT1 = 0.008; ICCPT2 = 0.013) indicated that a substantial 
amount of variance was located at the classroom level.

Student control measures
We assessed students’ degree of scientific competence, their 

cognitive ability, and their language proficiency as control measures 
prior to instruction. These measures were administered at the 
beginning of the school year, ~4 months before the implementation 
of the instructional unit 1 (see Decristan et al., 2015a). For science 
competence, we used an adapted version of the TIMSS-test (Martin 
et al., 2008) in elementary school. The test consisted of 13 items in 
total [expected a posteriori/plausible value (EAP/PV) 
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reliability = 0.70], covering the domains of physics, chemistry, and 
geography. For cognitive ability, we employed the CFT 20-R (Weiß, 
2006), which is a standardized German version of the Culture Fair 
Intelligence Test, consisting of 56 items (Cronbach’s α = 0.72). For 
language proficiency, we employed a self-constructed test targeting 
German word and sentence comprehension, adapted from German 
diagnostic tests of language comprehension (Elben and Lohaus, 
2001; Petermann et al., 2010; Glück, 2011), with a total of 20 items 
(Cronbach’s α = 0.72).

Coding scheme of adaptive classroom 
discourse

Of the N = 17 teachers, each two phases of classroom discourse 
in the videotaped lesson 3 (total of 90 min) of the curricular unit 
1 were transcribed. Phase 1 occurred directly at the beginning of 
the lesson. The teacher presented an experiment with two cubes 
of different materials and size but the same weight. The teacher 
then explored ideas on whether and why these cubes would float 
or sink in water in a class discussion. Phase 2 occurred in the middle 
of this lesson after the students had already worked on tasks with 
cubes of different materials to understand the concept of density 
and before a phase of individual work on application tasks took 
place. In phase 2, the teacher asked the students to come up with 
ideas for the visual representations of the concept of density. The 
two phases were selected as representative for science classroom 
discourse involving opportunities for active student participation, 
conceptual restructuring, and scientific reasoning (Osborne, 2014).

In step  1 of the coding procedure, we  determined units of 
analysis in the transcribed discourse of phases 1 and 2 of the science 
lessons. The units of analysis were based on the processes of scientific 
reasoning of posing questions, hypothesizing, describing and 
reporting, and interpreting results. With the switch to a different 
process of scientific reasoning, a new unit of analysis is marked. 
Altogether, seven units were segmented for phases 1 and 2 in each of 
the transcripts. If a scientific reasoning process did not occur in the 
transcribed discourse, it was indicated as missing. Thereby, our units 
of analysis are broader compared to assessment approaches of 
contingent support in one-to-one-settings or small group work (e.g., 
van de Pol et al., 2012; Hermkes et al., 2018) in order to account for 
the cumulative nature of classroom discourse. The procedure was 
based on Furtak et al. (2010) who devised a coding scheme for 
scientific reasoning in science classroom discourse in which teacher-
student interaction is first segmented into reasoning units and then 
analyzed based on defined criteria for argumentation levels. In our 
sample, the coding of units of analysis was done by one rater and was 
then communicatively validated with a second rater. For the purpose 
of the analyses presented here, the two raters’ final judgment of units 
of analysis was used.

In step 2 of the coding procedure, we applied a coding scheme on 
adaptive classroom discourse to the identified units of analysis. The 
coding scheme is based on existing measurement approaches, 
extending them to classroom discourse in an extensive cycle of 
theory-based deduction of categories and their empirical validation 
The coding scheme includes three indices which describe central 

facets of adaptive classroom discourse based on the ESRU-model 
(Ruiz-Primo and Furtak, 2007) and the model of contingent teaching 
(van de Pol et al., 2011): (a) diagnostic strategies, (b) instructional 
support, and (c) student understanding. The indices draw on 
observable verbalizations of teachers and students and were double-
coded for each unit of analysis by independent raters with a high 
interrater agreement (diagnostic strategies: κ =0.81, instructional 
support: κ  = 0.74; student understanding: κ  = 0.86). In addition, in 
line with van de Pol et al. (2012) and Hermkes et al. (2018), we defined 
coding rules for the combination of these three indices in order to 
determine a global index of adaptive classroom discourse (see also 
Hardy et al., 2020). Table 1 gives an overview of the coding scheme.

Diagnostic strategies

We coded the frequency of diagnostic strategies within a unit 
of analysis ranging from “0 = no occurrence” to “3 = full occurrence.” 
Diagnostic strategies were teacher prompts and questions targeting 
explication of student understanding, procedural explanations or 
rephrasing student answers. Following van de Pol et al. (2011) this 
code also includes a teacher’s checking of his or her diagnosis, i.e., 
the teacher verifies if she understood the student correctly or elicits 
more information on student understanding.

Instructional support

According to van de Pol et  al. (2011), a greater variation in 
instructional strategies enables a teacher to adapt support to students’ 
individual learning needs. This may hold especially true for 
classroom discourse where multiple zones of proximal development 
have to be  considered (Hogan and Pressley, 1997). Moreover, 
following the step “using information” of the ESRU-model (Ruiz-
Primo and Furtak, 2007), the teacher should recognize the student’s 
previous response when offering support. Hence, we differentiated 
whether the teacher’s support is related to students’ responses (level 
1 = no relation to student response; level 2–5 = relation to student 
response) and the degree to which teachers used a variation of 
instructional strategies. This variation ranges from simple strategies 
of support with mainly high degree of support (i.e., structuring, e.g., 
by providing answers, modeling) and multiple extended strategies 
which combine strategies offering higher support and strategies 
promoting students’ active knowledge construction (i.e., 
problematizing, e.g., by prompting, contrasting ideas).

Student understanding

First, a content-specific correct answer to a teacher task was 
defined (see Hermkes et al., 2018). Student answers were then related 
to this intended answer. The frequency of correct student responses 
with respect to the defined answer was coded for each unit of 
analysis, ranging from “0 = no occurrence” to “2 = full occurrence.” If 
content-based student participation did not occur, the respective 
unit was not coded.

Adaptive classroom discourse (global index)

In order to determine the degree of adaptive teaching in 
classroom discourse, we used a combination of the three indices, 
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defining specific coding rules (van de Pol et al., 2012; Hermkes 
et al., 2018) from “1 = low adaptive” to “3 = highly adaptive.” Units 
of analysis were assigned a code of low adaptive (level 1) when

 1. diagnostic strategies occurred at least occasionally (level 1) 
as these form the basis for tailoring support,

 2. instructional support was related to students’ responses 
(levels 2–5) as this is an indicator of the actual use of 
diagnostic information, and

 3. student understanding occurred at least occasionally 
(levels 1–2) as support should only be  regarded as 

contingent if it at least partly relates to correct  
understanding.

If one of these conditions was not fulfilled, the level of “0 = non 
adaptive” was assigned. The more diagnostic strategies a teacher 
used, the higher was the rating of adaptive classroom discourse. That 
is, given that instructional support was related to students’ responses, 
student understanding occurred at least occasionally, and diagnostic 
strategies occurred frequently, adaptive classroom discourse was 
coded as intermediate (level 2). With full occurrence of diagnostic 
strategies, highly adaptive classroom discourse was assigned (level 3).

TABLE 1 Coding scheme of adaptive classroom discourse.

Index Levels Example and annotation

(a) Diagnostic 

strategies

0 = no occurrence.

1 = occasional occurrence: One diagnostic strategy.

2 = frequent occurrence: Two diagnostic strategies but missed 

opportunities.

3 = full occurrence: Three or more diagnostic strategies without missed 

opportunities.

Level 3:

T: Do you have any ideas on how to visualize the cubes’ different weight on 

the blackboard? How may you change the pictured cubes in a way 

rendering the cubes’ different weights perceptible to us? … So you can see 

that some of them are light, some of them are heavy. Maya?

S: Using different colors.

T: Marking them by different colors! How would you do that? [diagnostic 

strategy]

S: We could paint the heavy ones in red and the light ones in blue.

T: Do I get it right? You think red is a more appropriate color for cubes 

that sink in water? [checking the diagnosis]

(b) Instructional 

support

0 = no occurrence.

1 = simple strategy (without student recognition): Providing the 

solution of the central task(s).

2 = simple strategy (with student recognition): Providing the solution 

of the central task(s).

3 = simple strategies with low variation (with student recognition): 

Using simple strategies which mainly offer high support (structuring, 

modeling).

4 = extended strategies with intermediate variation (with student 

recognition): Occasionally promoting students’ thinking (e.g., cognitive 

conflict, contrasting students’ answers) in addition to simple strategies.

5 = multiple extended strategies (with student recognition): Frequently 

promoting students’ thinking (e.g., cognitive conflict, contrasting 

students’ answers) in addition to simple strategies.

Level 1:

T: Let us make the cubes’ weight visible with the help of different points. 

The Styrofoam cube only weighs one gram. Let us draw only a few dots 

in here, for that reason. (Drawing two dots in the Styrofoam cube on the 

blackboard). [solution of the task without any student recognition]

Level 5:

S1: I would draw three or four dots in all the cubes that sink in water. 

I would give two to that one and only one [dot] to the one on top.

T: What do you think of Alexander‘s idea? Elisa? [Promoting thinking]

[…]

T: Alexander, can you relate your own idea to the one of Elisa. What did 

you do? [promoting thinking]

S1: I changed the number of dots.

T: That‘s an interesting idea. We could change the number of dots. 

[structuring]

T: Kevin, which one would get only a few dots? [promoting thinking]

(c) Student 

understanding

0 = no occurrence: The majority of students’ responses does not 

correspond to the intended answer (e.g., student answers were mostly 

incorrect and/or a deterioration of understanding within the unit of 

analysis).

1 = occasional occurrence: Both intended and unintended student 

responses occur.

2 = full occurrence: The majority of students’ responses corresponds to 

the intended answer (e.g., answers were mostly correct and/or an 

improvement from unintended to intended student responses in the 

unit of analysis).

Level 2:

T: How can you change the pictured cubes in a way rendering the cubes’ 

different weights perceptible to us? So you can see that some of them are 

light, some of them are heavy. Maya?

S4: Using different colors.

T: Marking them by different colors! How would you do that?

S4: We could paint the heavy ones in red and the light ones in blue. 

[intended student answer]

S5: We could paint all the cubes sinking in water in blue. [unintended 

student answer]

T: Now we have two different options. How shall we proceed and why?
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TABLE 3 Intercorrelations of student variables.

Variable 1 2 3 4

1 Science 

competence

–

2 Language 

proficiency

0.561 –

3 Cognitive ability 0.369 0.392 –

4 Intermediate 

posttest

0.402 0.374 0.297 –

5 Final posttest 0.396 0.402 0.313 0.485

Results

We conducted several multilevel regression analyses in Mplus 
7 (Muthén and Muthén, 1998–2012), using robust likelihood 
estimation in order to investigate the predictive power of our 
measures of contingent support on students’ performance in PT1 
and PT2 on “floating and sinking.” We  were interested in 
individual-level (i.e., students’ science competence, cognitive 
ability, and language proficiency) and classroom-level (codings of 
adaptive classroom discourse) variables on student performance 
in the posttest measures. Individual-level variables and classroom-
level variables were standardized (M = 0, SD = 1). Student level 
variables were introduced as grand-mean centered level 1 
predictors representing variance within and between classes 
(Lüdtke et  al., 2009). Regression analyses were estimated as 
doubly-manifest models according to the framework proposed by 
Marsh et al. (2009), with single manifest indicators for the scales 
at the individual level. The codings of adaptive classroom 
discourse (global index, single indices) were aggregated within 
each classroom to examine differences in codings among classes. 
There were no missing data at level 2. The amount of missing data 
at level 1 was only small and non-systematical (see also prior 
publications of this study of Decristan et al., 2015a,b).

With regard to research question 1, Table  2 displays the 
descriptives for the different measures of adaptive classroom 
discourse. It shows that for the total of N = 119 units in the sample 
of N = 17 teachers, there was a high degree of variance both for the 
global index and the three indices of diagnostic strategies, 
instructional support, and student understanding. As indicated by 
the mean and the corresponding standard deviation, in the 
majority of units the level of adaptive classroom discourse (global 
index) was rather low. The same holds for the index of diagnostic 
strategies and the index of instructional support. At the level of 
individual units, the relative frequencies reveal that the full range 
of levels was used in each of the three single codes of diagnostic 
strategies (level 0: 66%; level 1: 16%; level 2: 5%; level 3: 0.8%; 
missing: 11.8%), instructional support (level 0: 22.7%; level 1: 
14.3%; level 2: 19.3%; level 3: 24.4%; level 4: 5.0%; level 5: 2.5%; 

missing: 11.8%), and student understanding (level 0: 5%; level 1: 
65.5%; level 2: 5.9%; missing: 23.5%).

To investigate our research question 2, we  computed two 
multilevel regression models to predict student performance on 
PT1 (Models 1a and 2a) and on PT2 (Models 1b and 2b). Table 3 
displays the correlations of dependent variables. Table 4 displays 
the outcomes of multilevel regressions. In Model 1a, we introduced 
student measures (science competence, cognitive abilities, 
language proficiency) at level 1. In Model 2a, we  additionally 
introduced the measure of adaptive classroom discourse (global 
index) at level 2 to test the predictive power of coded adaptive 
classroom discourse beyond student control variables. Likewise, 
in model 1b, we introduced student measures at level 1 to predict 

TABLE 2 Descriptives of indices of adaptive classroom discourse.

Index Range M SD Min Max

Global index 0–3 0.29 0.60 0 3

Diagnostic 

strategies

0–3 0.32 0.62 0 3

Instructional 

support

0–5 1.80 1.39 0 5

Student 

understanding

0–2 1.01 0.38 0 2

Total number of units = 119; missings = 14.

TABLE 4 Multilevel regression analyses predicting student performance on the posttests from individual-level variables and global index of 
adaptive classroom discourse.

Predictor
Model 1a (PT1) Model 2a (PT1) Model 1b (PT2) Model 2b (PT2)

B SE B SE B SE B SE

Individual level

Science competency 0.25*** 0.05 0.25*** 0.05 0.23*** 0.04 0.22*** 0.04

Language proficiency 0.18*** 0.05 0.18*** 0.05 0.22*** 0.06 0.22** 0.07

Cognitive ability 0.14** 0.05 0.13** 0.05 0.14* 0.06 0.14* 0.06

Classroom level

Global index 0.50 0.94 – 0.44* 0.22

R2 (within) 0.20*** 0.05 0.21*** 0.05 0.23*** 0.05 0.22*** 0.05

R2 (between) 0.25 0.95 0.19 0.19

***p ≤ 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; one-tailed testing. PT1 = intermediate posttest; PT2 = final posttest.
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performance on PT2; in model 2b, we additionally introduced the 
measure of adaptive classroom discourse (global index).

All measures at the individual level were significantly related 
to student performance on the two posttests (Models 1a and 1b). 
The global index of adaptive classroom discourse was shown to 
be a statistically significant predictor on PT2 (Model 2b), after 
controlling for individual pretest performance on level 1. In PT1 
(Model 2a), the global index does not significantly contribute to 
the prediction of student performance, while the variables on level 
1 remain significant.

In research question 3, the predictive power of the single 
indices of diagnostic strategies, instructional support, and student 
understanding were investigated. In Models 3a, 4a, and 5a, 
we  entered our single indicators for contingent support (3a: 
diagnostic strategies; 4a: instructional support, 5a: student 
understanding) at level 2 into multilevel regression models, after 
having entered student measures (science competence, cognitive 
abilities, language proficiency) at level 1 to predict student 
performance on PT1. In Models 3b, 4b, and 5b we used the same 
procedure to predict student performance on PT2, see Table 5.

As may be  seen in Table  5, the three indices of adaptive 
classroom discourse differentially predict students’ posttest 
performance. While in PT1, the three indices do not contribute 
significantly to an explanation of student outcomes, in PT2, the 
regression weights of the respective regression models are 
statistically significant. There is a significant effect of the index of 
diagnostic strategies on student performance even when 
controlling for individual measures, contributing to an explanation 
of between-classroom variation. Also, the indices of instructional 
support and student understanding significantly contribute to the 
prediction of student performance in PT2.

Discussion

The present study extended existing approaches on adaptive 
teaching to the analysis of classroom discourse on a micro level of 
instruction. Adaptive teaching is regarded a pivotal element of 
successful learning environments in which teachers base their 
instructional support on individual student learning prerequisites 
and needs (Corno, 2008; Parsons, 2012; Gallagher et al., 2022). In 
prior research based on the model of contingent teaching (van de 
Pol et al., 2011) and the ESRU model (Ruiz-Primo and Furtak, 
2007), teacher moves of contingent support are described as an 
interplay between their use of (formative) diagnostics and 
appropriate instructional strategies. In line with these models, 
we constructed an instrument for adaptive classroom discourse 
and applied it to a sample of elementary school teachers’ classroom 
teaching. Specifically, we  investigated the effects of adaptive 
classroom discourse on students’ conceptual understanding in the 
domain of “floating and sinking” in two posttests, employing a 
global index and single indices for the dimensions of diagnostic 
strategies, instructional support, and student understanding in 
respective units of analysis.

The measurement approach for adaptive classroom discourse 
developed in this study proved to be reliable. This is indicated by a 
high interrater agreement for each of the indices as well as variance 
in the global index and the single indices, thus capturing differences 
in adaptive classroom discourse among the participating teachers 
of this study. Yet, the overall level of adaptive classroom discourse 
proved to be rather low. With regard to the effects of adaptive 
classroom discourse on students’ learning outcomes we confirmed 
our hypothesis that the global index is a statistically significant 
predictor of the final posttest administered ~4 months after the 

TABLE 5 Multilevel regression analyses predicting student performance on the posttests from individual-level variables and three indices of 
adaptive classroom discourse.

Predictor
Model 3a (PT1) Model 4a (PT1) Model 5a (PT1) Model 3b (PT2) Model 4b (PT2) Model 5b (PT2)

B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE B SE

Individual level

Science 

competency

0.25*** 0.05 0.25*** 0.05 0.25*** 0.05 0.22*** 0.04 0.22*** 0.04 0.22*** 0.04

Language 

proficiency

0.18*** 0.05 0.18*** 0.05 0.17*** 0.04 0.22*** 0.07 0.22*** 0.06 0.21** 0.06

Cognitive ability 0.14** 0.05 0.14** 0.05 0.14*** 0.05 0.15** 0.06 0.14** 0.06 0.15** 0.06

Classroom level

Diagnostic 

strategies

0.89 1.25 0.70*** 0.13

Instructional 

support

0.08 0.65 0.40* 0.24

Student 

understanding

0.54 0.75 0.42* 0.23

R2 (within) 0.21*** 0.05 0.21*** 0.05 0.20*** 0.04 0.22*** 0.05 0.23*** 0.05 0.22*** 0.05

R2 (between) 0.79 2.22 0.01 0.11 0.29 0.81 49*** 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.19

***p ≤ 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; one-tailed testing. PT1 = intermediate posttest; PT2 = final posttest.
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implementation of the curriculum. This provides evidence that 
contingent support is not only relevant in one-to-one situations or 
small group work (e.g., Pratt and Savoy-Levine, 1998; Mattanah 
et  al., 2005; Pino-Pasternak et  al., 2010) but also in classroom 
discourse with the goal of advancing conceptual understanding in 
science. However, the positive effect of adaptive classroom 
discourse was not confirmed for the intermediate posttest, 
suggesting that repeated learning opportunities were necessary for 
adaptive discourse to unfold effects on student conceptual 
understanding. Following Smit et al. (2013), this may be explained 
by the long-term cognitive nature of whole-class scaffolding. They 
argue that whole-class scaffolding is often distributed over several 
teaching episodes and that its effect on student learning is 
cumulative in the use of many diagnostic and responsive actions 
over time, which results in long-term learning processes. In 
addition, the rather delayed effect of adaptive classroom discourse 
might be due to the complex nature of conceptual change in the 
domain of science. For example, Li et al. (2021) found a delayed, 
but no immediate effect of collaborative argumentation versus 
individual argumentation on postgraduate students’ conceptual 
change in science lessons. The authors explain this result with the 
robustness of students’ preconceptions. Also, Hardy et al. (2006) 
found long-term effects on third-graders’ conceptual 
understanding of “floating and sinking” in a quasi-experimental 
intervention study only for the intervention group using scaffolding 
within a sequenced and structured curriculum involving multiple 
opportunities for teacher-guided conceptual restructuring. 
Research in science education has long established that students 
tend to enter the classroom with preconceptions that are not in line 
with scientific concepts (Duit and Treagust, 2003; Schneider et al., 
2012; Amin et  al., 2014). In order to develop scientific 
understanding, students need to reorganize or even revise their 
existing knowledge structures which is considered a complex and 
long-term process. The results by Li et al. (2021) also underline the 
distinct role of collaborative argumentation and discourse for 
conceptual change. Our study adds to these findings by pointing to 
the relevance of teachers implementing adaptive science classroom 
discourse. In order to develop scientific understanding, children’s 
preconceptions need to form the basis of dialog in which they can 
examine competing explanations, advance claims, justify their 
conceptions, and where they are challenged by new ideas (Osborne, 
2010; Osborne et  al., 2019). Hence, the nature of teachers’ 
classroom discourse, adapting instructional moves to individual 
students’ conceptions presented in class, is pivotal.

Our global index of adaptive classroom discourse considered 
the degree to which teachers used diagnostic strategies, the degree 
to which they employed instructional support of varying 
sophistication, and the degree to which students displayed 
conceptual understanding in the respective units of analysis. These 
elements are considered central facets of contingent support within 
the literature on scaffolding and formative assessment (Ruiz-Primo 
and Furtak, 2007; van de Pol et  al., 2011). Results of multiple 
regression analyses with the three single indices, controlling for 
individual student variables of science competence, language 

proficiency, and cognitive abilities, indicate that each contributes 
to predicting student conceptual understanding in the posttest. As 
with the global index, there were no significant effects of the three 
indices on the intermediate posttest. Among the three indices, 
diagnostic strategies turned out to have the greatest predictive 
power on student understanding in the posttest (PT2), as indicated 
by a large regression weight and a substantial contribution to 
between-group variance. In order to support students’ conceptual 
change toward scientifically sound concepts, teachers need to 
diagnose their preconceptions and interpret their adequacy in 
discourse (Ruiz-Primo and Furtak, 2007). The particular role of 
diagnosis is also stressed in the literature on formative assessment. 
For example, Decristan et al. (2015b) showed that curriculum-
embedded formative assessment promotes student learning but 
also interacts with classroom process quality. In addition, our 
finding is in line with research on interactions in small-group and 
one-to-one-settings. For example, Chiu (2004) found that teachers’ 
interventions had the largest positive effect on small groups’ 
subsequent problem-solving when the teacher evaluated the 
students’ work before offering support. In a related finding by 
Wischgoll et al. (2019), unsuccessful tutoring situations were those 
in which tutors failed to offer support responsive to students’ level 
of understanding which the authors attribute to a lack of tutors’ use 
of diagnostics.

Even though our study points to the relevance of adaptive 
classroom discourse, the descriptive results revealed that 
teachers’ instructional support and their use of diagnostic 
strategies were rather low. This is in line with existing research 
(Ruiz-Primo and Furtak, 2007; Elbers et al., 2008; Lockhorst 
et al., 2010; van de Pol et al., 2011) which also indicates that 
teachers tend to have difficulties in acting contingently and 
applying diagnostic strategies. van de Pol (2012) suggests 
several reasons with respect to the rare use of diagnostic 
strategies, for example time constraints, a lack of knowledge 
on diagnostic strategies, and cognitive overload due to 
managing several instructional processes at the same time. 
According to Doyle (1986), teachers in general are confronted 
with a variety of often unpredictable, complex, and uncertain 
situations. This may particularly apply to classroom discourse. 
Especially in classroom discourse, contingent support is 
assumed to be challenging as teachers are faced with a variety 
of conceptions, thus in need of constant assessment and 
re-assessment of actualized student understanding for tailored 
responses (e.g., Hogan and Pressley, 1997). For example, 
Brühwiler and Blatchford (2011) found a significant 
correlation between class size and teachers’ accuracy of 
diagnosing students’ achievement indicating that teachers 
diagnose student achievement less accurately in large groups. 
Apart from a low frequency of employed diagnostic strategies, 
the level of teachers’ instructional support in our data was 
rather low. According to Corno (2008), teachers have to 
continually adapt reactions based on assessments, as they 
teach with “thought and action intertwined” (p. 163). While 
in our sample, teachers did offer support, they rarely 
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recognized students’ responses when doing so and they 
generally showed little variation in instructional strategies, 
mainly using strategies of high support. In a video study on 
physics instruction, Seidel and Prenzel (2006) also found that 
teachers barely took up students’ statements in classroom 
discourse and predominantly asked closed questions so that 
students acted as suppliers or keyword givers to the teacher. 
Smith et al. (2004) report similar findings for numeracy and 
literacy instruction with teachers mostly using directive 
discourse moves, explanations or closed questions. Thus, 
teachers’ tendencies to provide rather high support in a quick 
reaction to student utterances in classroom discourse may 
explain our findings of low levels of sophisticated 
instructional support.

Limitations

Although the present study contributes to understanding 
the construct of adaptive teaching in classroom discourse, 
there are some limitations to be discussed. First, the sample 
was generated from a larger sample of an extensive 
professionalization study. Some of the teachers who took part 
in this research were in the control group of the 
professionalization study and others were trained with respect 
to scaffolding with a focus on instructional support (see 
Decristan et  al., 2015a). Though this was necessary to 
maximize variance in teachers’ discursive patterns in order to 
validate the new assessment approach, we did not use data 
from a naturally observed setting. Second, in the context of the 
professionalization study the teachers were provided with a 
curriculum including material and learning tasks which were 
prepared by the research group. Whereas this offered the 
opportunity to investigate the micro level of adaptive teaching 
while to a certain degree standardizing instruction at the 
macro level, the teachers may have used different instructional 
strategies in a natural setting. Further research is needed in 
order to explore the interplay between the macro level and the 
micro level of adaptive teaching. For example, one may assume 
that decisions such as task differentiation, group work, or 
individualized instruction will influence the type of in situ 
instructional support provided by teachers. Third, while 
we  found that the developed instrument was reliable and 
showed predictive power in terms of student learning, it needs 
to be further validated. In particular, validity with regard to 
different instructional settings, content domains, and samples 
of teachers needs to be  established. This is particularly 
important as the global index of adaptive classroom discourse 
and the three single indices differed in their predictive power 
with regard to student learning in the science content 
investigated in this study. Also, empirical relations to 
constructs of classroom discourse such as scientific 
argumentation would help to build discriminant validity of the 
instrument. Fourth, for analyzing adaptive classroom 

discourse, we  used a procedure that coded a sequence of 
utterances within predetermined units of analysis. Though 
we found evidence for a reliable measurement approach which 
can be  used in further research, it does not allow for 
determining teachers’ responsiveness to and interaction with 
individual students in detail. An even more fine-grained 
analysis of classroom discourse, e.g., by applying the 
Contingent Shift Principle, is a conceivable extension of our 
coding scheme and may be used to analyze individual students’ 
interactions with their teacher. Fifth, while we coded N = 119 
discourse units in total, we  only considered two phases of 
classroom discourse per teacher in instructional unit 1. We do 
not have evidence on teachers’ adaptive classroom discourse in 
instructional unit 2. Praetorius et al. (2014) found that whereas 
teachers’ quality of classroom management and personal 
support were stable across lessons, their cognitive activation 
showed high variability. Hence, future research should clarify 
the stability of teachers’ adaptive classroom discourse across 
lessons. Sixth, we  found a conceivably high influence of 
adaptive teaching on student outcomes on an individual level 
beyond the relevant individual student prerequisites of 
cognitive ability, language proficiency, and science competency. 
However, there might have been additional variables affecting 
student learning in the long run. Therefore, future research 
should include variables on the classroom level such as the use 
of constructive teacher feedback and on the individual level 
such as student motivational states in order to get a 
comprehensive picture of instructional influences on student 
learning. Finally, while our sample size is rather large in 
relation to other studies analyzing micro-level scaffolding, the 
sample size, including the skewed distribution of our indices, 
only meet the requirements for multilevel regressions. In a 
larger sample, cross-level interactions of indices of adaptive 
classroom discourse with individual student prerequisites may 
be analyzed to shed light on adaptive classroom discourse with 
regard to variables on a student level.

Conclusion

The present study adds to existing research by providing 
evidence that adaptive classroom discourse affects students’ 
learning. Our results point to the potential of teachers’ use of 
diagnostic strategies and sophisticated instructional support for 
long-term conceptual restructuring, but they also show that these 
discourse moves were rarely evidenced in teacher talk. In terms of 
teachers’ professional development, this means that teachers not 
only need to gain knowledge on instructional strategies, as was the 
case for part of our sample. They also need to learn how to 
diagnose students’ conceptions in classroom discourse and how 
to adapt their instructional support based on this information. 
What is more, teachers need to be  prepared to apply this 
knowledge to multiple students’ needs and prerequisites in the 
complexity of classroom discourse. Recent research shows that 
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teachers can change their discourse practices through professional 
development (e.g., van de Pol et al., 2012; Böheim et al., 2021; 
Borko et al., 2021) and that the use of videos as a basis for teacher 
reflection is a promising route.
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